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We are Criluma Viaggi we are a travel
agency located in the middle of Italy,
specifically in the Marche region and
we are absolutely the most weel-know
and structerd reality in terms of
costumers and turnover; besides, here
we are the only one subject that can
organise travels according to their
purpose: business and leisure travel,
natural and cultural experiences. We
are specialized in planning of the
honeymoons all around the world.

“Così tra questa immensità s’annega il pensier mio: 
E il naufragar m’è dolce in questo mare”

Giacomo Leopardi

Office
Via Sandro Totti 2 - Ancona 60131

Email
info@crilumaviaggi.com

Website
www.crilumaviaggi.com

Tel
071 994 5580



Marche is Art.Marche is Art.the Region is just as homogenous:

despite the considerable variety of

dialects, the character of the inhabitants

is described in texts as uniform

throughout the territory. Moreover,

Marche's history has been characterised

by a series of parallel autonomies in each

area; in fact, the very plural of the name

enshrines its fundamental unity despite

the wealth of local aspects. Indeed, the

vocation for autonomy in each area is

paradoxically the most unifying factor.

The economy is characterised by a

peculiar economic-entrepreneurial

model, defined as the 'Marche model'.

Who areWho are
The Region is characterised by a strong

homogeneity: a large part of the

territory is hilly, the inhabited centres

are mostly located on the summits of

the hills and the agrarian landscape,

derived from sharecropping, is

everywhere characterised by

numerous small plots of land, bordered

by centuries-old oaks and marked by

farmhouses; the percentage of

scattered population is in this respect

among the highest in Italy. 

From the anthropic point of view, 

The region is also characterised by a

singular wealth of internationally

renowned artists and scholars: Raffaelo
Sanzio the genius from Urbino who was

one of the greatest interpreters of

Renaissance painting; Gioacchino
Rossini one of the greatest opera

composers in the history of music;

Giacomo Leopardi one of the greatest

poets of 19th century Italy and one of the

most important figures in world

literature Maria Montessori, known for

her revolutionary teaching method,

applied in thousands of schools

worldwide; Gentile da Fabriano one of

the most representative painters of the

international Gothic period; Ciriaco
d'Ancona the father of archaeology;

Donato Bramante architect painter and

one of the main artists of the

Renaissance; Padre Matteo Ricci one of

the greatest disseminators of western

culture in China and a scholar of eastern

civilisation; and finally the two famous

composers Giovanni Battista Pergolesi
and Gaspare Spontini.


